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“perfectly pisted ski runs and white
glistening landscapes”
Dachstein West is situated in the heart of Austria
and there is no better place to be when the early
morning mist rises, and the silhouette of the
UNESCO listed Dachstein mountain range is
revealed.
For those who prefer some of the more tranquil ski
areas, when the sun is shining and the whole group
takes to the slopes, you will know you have found
the perfect location for your school ski trip.

The 142km ski area is concentrated around the
unspoilt villages of Gosau, Russbach and Annaberg.
This attractive area is little known outside Austria
but has undergone major improvements in the
last few years (with still more to come) that will
bring it to the attention of UK skiers. Perfect
conditions from January to early March – so get in
quick before it becomes more popular and more
expensive!
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the skiing
Beginners are well catered for and are quick to get
going as the novice lift facilities located close to
the road in Gosau & Russbach. The gentle terrain
of the Hornspitz & Brumsiland hills will ensure
beginners progress quickly and gain confidence on
the magic carpets and baby-lifts.
Once up and running, beginners progress up
the mountain to explore the wide network
of intermediate red runs that criss-cross the
Zweiselalm peak and head down towards
Annaberg.
The Zwieselalm area offers spectacular
360-degree views to the Dachstein Glacier, Lake
Gosau and the most beautiful peaks from the
Feuerkogel to Hochkönig mountains. While taking
in these

click for more info

spectacular views, intermediate and advanced
skiers will enjoy cruising over 110km of red runs
across the three valleys.
Some of the trails are left ungroomed for the more
advanced skiers and for the ski instructors to give
their pupils a controlled introduction to off-piste
skiing.
Overall the compact and confidence building
slopes of the Dachstein West area offers
everything to progress your students from nervy
beginners to confident skiers during their stay.
The aim of all skiers should be to complete the
“panoronda” ski circuit – a well-connected &
signposted ski safari totalling 44 km. A great
challenge for your group and only one of the many
reasons why Dachstein West should be on your
“to do” list!
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resort facts
12

runs

113

15

resort height

1620m

no. of lifts

72

no. of trails

89

skiable areas

140km

longest run

11km

snowmaking

Over 110km coverage

apres ski
ice-skating

swimming

bowling

night skiing

curling rinks

horse-drawn
sleigh rides

floodlit
toboggan runs

shopping

discos

cafés/
restaurants
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hotel goldener ochs
Markt 48, 5440 Golling An Der Salzach, Austria

This hotel has been owned by the Astner family since 1919. The family have
worked successfully with school groups for many years and their friendliness and
kindness ensures a memorable stay for all.

PREV

location

rooms

In the centre of the picturesque town of
Golling providing easy access to nearby
shops. The hotel is 30 minutes from
Dachstein West area and only 40 minutes
from Salzburg.

Fully equipped en-suite bedrooms,
hairdryer and satellite TV.
NEXT

features
Free wi-fi, restaurant, pizzeria, separate
function room, quiet courtyard and garden.
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hotel muhlthaler
Markt 12, A-5431 Kuchl, Austria

When it comes to customer care they truly know how to go the extra mile,
ensuring your stay will be a memorable one. The quality & quantity of food is
outstanding, and something that our guests always comment on.

PREV

location

rooms

Located in the picturesque village of
Kuchl surrounded by the Tennengebirge
mountains. The hotel is 25 mins from the
lifts in Alpendorf or Flachau.

Fully equipped en-suite bedrooms.

NEXT

features
Free wi-fi, restaurant, large screen TV.
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Essential Travel Advice
The Foreign & Commonwealth Office issues essential travel advice on destinations, which includes information on passports, visas, health, safety and security and more.
Make sure you have a look at:
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MENU

IBT Travel
Cairn House
15 Skye Rd Prestwick
KA9 2TA Scotland
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